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Obserrations
"The Pre-Natal Care
of Alumni"
By HAROLD 0. VOORI-HS
Assistant to Chancellor and Secretary
of New York Univefsity
To fashion good alumni we must begin
at the campus gate. The trend in recent
years away from inflexible admissions patterns to the acceptance of other signs of
general ability is proving decidedly successful in raising the general quality of
college personnel. The College Board system has outlived its usefulness as a final
arbiter of fitness for the college opportunity.
Too often it imposes a type of discipline
upon the college prep that makes for perfection in close order drill but leaves the
candidate helpless in open field skirmishing.
We cant afford, mind you, to overlook indicated scholarly ability, but there are other
attributes no less desirable in college material. The task calls for an X-Ray that
will reveal character and stamina and general ability. While we haven't such a device
perfected yet, we are all working on it.
We must constantly bear in mind that the
superficially unprepossessing candidate may
turn out to be the celebrated alumnus. Remember, a college is like a laundry: You
take Out what you put in, but you seldom
recognize it. The less pretentious the
crumpled garment, the more imposing the
starched transformation. I've seen a little
soap and water and starch work miracles,
and so have you. The age of miracles is
not over. There is no more fascinating
quest than that for human jewels in the
rough.
As I say, neither superficial appearances
nor Regents marks tell the whole story. I
read with avidity every account I can lay
hands on bearing on the relation of scholastic achievement to success in life as
variously measured, and to my mind the
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.
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astonishing thing is not the high degree of
parallelism between the two, but the fact
that there are so many men I found holding
influential positions who had barely scraped
by scholastically in college. I don't offer
this belief or testimony as encouragement
for the dullard; I simply submit that the
chap who fails to register high marks is not
necessarily a dud. He may very well have
what it takes, and my plea is that we endeavor more sedulously to employ in our
admissions processes every possible effort
to spot that kind of a candidate and give
him a chance along with the valedictorians.
After all, in seeking to make worthy
alumni the undergraduate college should
seek primarily to make men, not scholars.

National Methodist
Student Conference
Delegates attending the second National
Methodist Student Conference in Urbana,
Illinois, December 29 to January 2, will be
sure to be inspired by the outstanding
leadership featured on the program. Headliners at the platform hours include: F.
McNeill Poteat, Cleveland, Ohio; Georgia
Harkness, Garrett Biblical Institute, Evanston, Illinois; Albert E. Day, Pasadena, California; Mordecai Johnson, President, Howard University, Washington, D. C.; Ralph
E. Diffendorfer, Board of Missions, New
York City; Ernest F. Tittle, Evanston, Illinois; and lishop G. Bromley Oxnam,
Boston, Massachusetts.
Leade:s of Commission Groups include:
Harry Spencer, Board of Missions, New
York City; John K. Benton, Dean, School
of Religion, Vanderbilt University, Nashville, Tennessee; James Chubb, Baldwin,
Kansas; and Claud Nelson, New York City.
Convincing evidence of the outstanding,
creative leadership of the platform speakers
thus far announced for the second National
Methodist Student Conference scheduled
for December 29 to January 2, in Urbana,
Illinois, is furnished in the number and
popularity of books which have come from
their pens. With a total of 40 volumes to
their credit they rank as among the best
known of current religious writers.
Bishop Oxnam leads the group with ten
literary contributions, including his wellknown "Ethical Ideals of Jesus in a

NORTH PACIFIC

BANKNOTE CO.

Changing World" and his "Youth in the
New America." Close seconds are Georgi
Harkness and Ernest F. Tittle, each with
eight published volumes. Wide campus
circulation has been enjoyed by many of
Miss Harkness' works, as, for example, "Religious Living" and "Resources in ReIigion",
while Doctor Tittle's books known to ministers everywhere include "The Prayer that
Helps Us Live" and "The Foolishness of
Preaching."
Doctor Albert E. Day, author of six
books, has received wide recognition through
his "The Faith We Live" and his "The
Evangel of a New World." Doctor E.,
McNeill Poteat gained high esteem among
college students a number of years ago
with his volume "Coming to Terms with
the Universe" and since that time his
initial popularity has been steadily enhanced by his addresses and sermons as well
as his more recent writings. He has written
four volumes as has also Doctor Ralph E.
Diffendorfer, who is widely known for his
authoritative writings in the area of
Missions.
Quotas allocated to Methodist colleges
and Wesley Foundations throughout America are expected to result in an attendance
of fifteen hundred highly selected Methodist students at the second National Methodist Student Conference, December 29 January 2, in Urbana, Illinois. These
quotas, planned, distributed and administered through state and regional Directors
of Methodist student work, are so arranged
as to allow the greatest possible flexibility
in the making of needed adjustments and
in securing the greatest possible representation from various campuses. One aim of
the conference is to channel the influences
of the conference in a direct and personal
way to every American campus enrolling
any appreciable number of students.
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of the decrease of 9 per cent in enrollment.
If that expense were borne by the alumni
through payment of dues this and other
years, the budget could be relieved by several thousand dollars. It has been my
practice for years to pay to my college and
university alumni associations the dues
that have been assessed me, besides some
contributions. In doing so, I feel that I am
at least decreasing my debt to those corporations and backing up the founders in their
ideals.
Your alma mater is playing her part for
national defense. Her morale is good; her
academic standing is high; and your diploma
is worth more in the academic world than
it was when you received it. The storms
are coming, but her alumni and friends
are standing by. Because of these, we are
confident that she will weather the storms
of war and reconstruction and go on her
way of progress to yet higher attainments
and greater blessing under God to the
young people of today and tomorrow. God
is on His throne, and all will be right for
our alma maters.

Out of the Mail Bag...

EDWARD H. TODD
President of the College

Fellow Alumni
The student groups of yesterday are the
alumni of today and tomorrow. It is good
that memory turns back the flight of time.
We see things of yesterday as vividly as
the realities of today.
I am going to tell you what I see. There
is a single college building in a grove of
maples, surrounded with lawns of bluegrass
and clover. On the lawns Sit couples who
have walked together for years since. The
names and faces of founders and trustees
who opened the doors of college opportunity
and held them open, are seen clearly and
revered. They were personal, yes, national
benefactors.
I see a young, sprightly college president
with sideburn whiskers, leading the faculty
group. I did not know then what they were
doing within me, but their finger prints
are indelibly stamped on my soul. Some
of them opened my eyes and stirred latent
energy into action. As I remember, I
grumbled a little then, but I praise then now.

Back of all these stand Father and
Mother. As a child I heard them planning
for their children, that they might have
college training. When Mother was left
alone she consummated those plans at great
physical cost. She was the counselor, manager and inspirer for twenty-three years,
until her six children had graduated from
Simpson College. That last commencement
day was a great day. Her six children
gathered around her—men and women
then—and placed a crown upon her head.
She lived long enough to know that they
honored her in their lives.
There were temporal difficulties then, as
now. The college was lenient. I borrowed
money. Those monetary debts to the corporation were paid long ago; those obligations to persons can never be paid to them.
However, it has been my earnest effort to
contribute to the perpetuation of their
ideals, that their influence might live
through the years; and insofar as I have
maintained those ideals I feel that a part
of my debt has been paid.
In your alma mater, the Alumni Association and the Placement Bureau are two
well-organized instruments for action by
the alumni. At present, most of the support
of these organizations comes from the
College budget. That budget feels the effect

In times of social revolution—which are
shown in history to occur in cycles—we
should not sit back and despair. The individual who has the foresight to educate
himself according to his ability and inclination for the opportunities which come in
changing times, will be able to orient himself and thereby improve his own individual mental, moral and physical wellbeing. At the same time he will be able
to contribute to the general betterment
of the world as a whole.
Education for leadership and self-orientation is the keynote for those who will sometime take the place of the present publishers,
lawyers, chemists, doctors, teachers, craftsmen and specialized laborers who are so
essential to our civilization today. The
most serious and responsible question that
each individual can ask himself is, Will I
be prepared for my opportunities when
they come to me and will I be able to
recognize and develop them to the utmost"
—Soist hero California Review.
NO MATTER w h e r e you are,
buy your Tacoma friends flowers from a Tacoma Florist Florist's Telegraph Delivery
Makes It Possible.

FARLEY'S
Flower Shop
MAin 1129
Sixth and Anderson

Tacoma
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C. P. S. Homecoming
Is Scheduled For
November 14.15

In the foregiosiocl, left to tight are: Virginia Judd, Betty Heaton, President Todd, Deborah
Webb, Doris Wittreu, Ruth Pauline Todd, Barbara Tomhinson, who dzd the drawing,
Patricia Cannon, Dean Drushel, Kathyrn Evans, and Mary Ellen Peterson.

Lots Drawn For Rooi ins In New Building
Two hundred women students of the
College held their respective breaths for a
second or two when the four sorority presidents drew lots for their rooms in the new
Student Union building now rapidly nearing completion.
General commotion reigned as the results were made known, revealing that
from the dedication of the building henceforth the following assignments will take
effect:
Alpha Beta Upsilon will occupy the center room of the north side, Delta Alpha
Gamma the northeast corner room, Lambda Sigma Chi the southeast corner room,
and Kappa Sigma Theta the northwest corner room, all rooms being on the second
floor on the balcony which overlooks the
main dining room. This dining room, may
at any time be converted into a good-sized
dance floor by removal of the tables.
At the north end of the first floor will
be the main lounge, containing the fireplace. The room will cost over $1,000 to
furnish, with about $500 going into the
fireplace alone.

Drawing for the sorority rooms took
place September 30 in the office of the
president. Two representatives from each
group, the dean of women, several photographers, and Miss Barbara Tomlinson,
daughter of Dr. Warren E. Tomlinson,
who held the "flshbowl," were all witnesses
of the drawing, and judging from the delighted screams which were heard issuing
from sorority rooms, everyone was completely satisfied with the C. P. S. selective
act.

Espeland Motors

George Thomas
Roofing

Incorporated

DE SOlO and PLYMOUTH

The new building will be a sort of
lumberman's display, according to President E. H. Todd. Rooms will be finished
in variously treated plywood to demonstrate
the most modern methods of processing.
Small features such as the tiny kitchenette
on the second floor have been p lace d
throughout the building with the utmost
care to see that the new hail will be the
most complete and the most serviceable
union building in the Northwest.

ASPHALT
GRAVEL ROOFS

Right now it the time to er ncide an your
calender of events the week-end of November 14th and lrh. Those are the homecoming dates for this year. The festivities
will stare with the layiug of the cornerstone
and the unveiling of the narnc of the new
ttudent union building. This ceremony will
take place about noon on Friday, Nuvcinbet
Friday night the Homecoming Play will
be presented in Jones Hall auditorium. In
keeping with the Homecoming tradition
it will 2gqiv be a mystery play, entiticd,
'Ladies of the Jury.' All of us are familiar
with the excelletit wurk done by the Campus
Playcrafters, under the direction of Martha
Pearl Jones; and we can look forward to
another evening of first class entertainment..,
On Saturday, November 15, Homecoming will really get under way with a hang,
starting with the noise parade which will
lead into the Homecoming football game
between the Loggers and the College of
Idaho. Game time will be 2:00 p. m. and
you may be certain of an interesting football game since it will be the last game
of the season for the Loggers and Coach
Leo Frank will have his boys all primed to
"shoot the works."
High point of the Homecoming celebration will be the alumni banquet in the
Fellowship Hail at the Masonic Temple.
The banquet is scheduled for 6:30 and
reservations will be necessary. We have
already been guaranteed an A-i turkey
dinner and are working on a short program.
Emphasis will be on entertainment and renewing acquaintance with your old friends
and speech making will be held to an
absolute minimum.
Immediately following the banquet the
celebration will be climaxed with the homecoming ball sponsored by the Associated
Students of C. P. S.
General and detailed plans for homecoming have been put in the capable hands of
Mary Louise Curran, '36, who has been
appointed general chairman for homecoming by the alumni board. You will receive your script tickets in the near future,
which will save you as a homecoming
alumnus, a considerable amount of money
in attending the various homecoming
functions.

.

5629 So. Tacoma Way
GArland 3394

1516 South 11th St
BRoadway 2026

The final success of homecoming will depend on you, so we will be looking forward to seeing you on November 14 and
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Registration Figures Have Some Surprises
Predictions were made prior to the beginning of classes this fall that American
colleges would be faced with a severe drop of as much as 15 to 20 per cent of last year's
enrollment of students. It is of considerable interest to note that the loss at the College
of Puget Sound is less than 8 per cent as compared with last year and less than 4 per
cent as compared with the average first semester enrollments for the preceding ten-year
period. Although it was expected that the greatest decrease would be in men, the contrary is the case, with the largest drop shown in freshman women. These statements are
.based on the following data presented in table form.
COMFA1tA1iVJ FIGTJRPS ON REGI3TRATION 1O1 FIRST SEMESTER 1911 1912
AND PREVIOUS YEARS, AT THE COLLEGE OF PUGET SOUND
1Ii,ht
Average
Lowest
Rr-gistratiun Reistratiori Registration
Class
1941-42
1940-41 1931-1941 1931-1941 1931-1941
Freshmen
Men
149
167
171
157
132
Women
116
116
/8
107
83
Sophomores
Men
121
96
105
78
99
Women
81)
84
64
57
46
49
Juniors
Men
76
49
63
Women
28
47
50
41
25
Seniors
Men
43
60
48
58
29
Women
47
41
24
34
33
- Graduates
Men
10
15
7
13
5
12
Women
13
19
3
9
Specials
Men
0
6
0
5
3
Women
4
13
7
9
9
Men
Totals
411
365
392
376
345
Women
297
264
258
283
235
Total ................................623
640
594
675
692
This table shows that there are 149 freshman men enrolled this semester compared
with 167 a year ago. The highest first semester enrollment for men during the previous
10-year period was 171; the average enrollment, 157; and the lowest single semester enrollment, 132. There are 78 freshman women enrolled, compared with 116 last year.
During this same 10-year period, the high semester enrollment for women was 116, the
average 107, and the lowest, 83.
The other classes can be compared in the same way. The total registration is 365
men and 258 women, or 623. This is 52 short of last year's total of 675. During the last
10 years the highest total enrollment was 692, and the lowest, 594.

A newcomer in the dpari,zn; ol cdvcation this fall is E. Delmar Gibbs. Mr.
Gibbs comes to the College from Chicago
University, where he has been studying for
his doctorate. He will be associated with
Dr. R. L. Powell and takes the place or
Professor 0. F. Hite, resigned.

Styled Printing
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just getting underway and soon cut the
property valuations for taxation purposes
from $68 000 000 to $48 000 000 and re
000 city: general fund income about
Some of the city's largest scale expenditure: were made during Swayzes incumbcocy. They included cumpkrion of the second unit of the Cushman power plant,
construction of the $2,000,000 steam plant
on the tide flats and rehabilitation of part
of the water system at a cost of more than
S 5,000,000. Accounting for these great
activities passed through the controller's
office.
On severing his connection with the of.
icial family of Tacoma, Swayze said:

THOMAS A. SWAYZE, '23

Well Known Alum
Accepts Position
Reorganization of the facilities of state
government by Gov. Arthur B. Langlie
will bring a new alumni family to Olympia. On Oct. 1, Thomas A. Swayze, for a
little more than eleven years controller of
the city of Tacoma, was appointed to the
important post of director of licenses. A
few days ago Mr. and Mrs. Swayze began
preparation to go to Olympia to make
their home for the "duration." Of course
many things may happen, but the chances
are very much that this 'duration" means
a number of years in the capital city for
these two members of the alumni family.
Change of jobs for Tom (that's what
everybody calls him) Swayze was the occasion of the expression of some regrets
and well deserved compliments for the
man who has served Tacoma in an important official capacity since June, 1930. He
was invited by Mayor Harry Cain to participate in the weekly municipal broadcast
recently to tell some of the developments
that had taken place since he became controller.
First, Tom recalled that he and C. V.
Fawcett, city treasurer, both joined Tacoma's official family at the same time.
Both have served longer consecutively than
any other elected officials in Tacoma's history. He also recalled that during that
time there have been six mayors—J. G.
Newbegin, M. G. Tennent, George Smitley, Dr. John Seigle, J. J. Kaufman and
the present incumbent.
Things began to happen about the time
of the election in 1930. The depression was

No official in Tacoma has ever been
treated with greater kindness and favor by
the people of Tacoma than have 1. For
the pleasant and happy experiences that
have been mine as city controller I shall
always be profoundly grateful."

Music Professor Marries
Many C. P. S. alumni were interested in
the announcement of the marriage of Benora Mossing of Tacoma and Leonard
Jacobsen, professor of pianoforte. The
ceremony was performed at noon, May
15, in the First Methodist church by the
Rev. Cyrus Albertson.

F. C. Grosser & Co.
CALL US FOR
FIRST-CLASS PLUMBING
S

123 So. lacoma Ave.
MAin 0842

Hollywood Motors
SEE US BEFORE
YOU BUY A
USED CAR
.

5030 So. Tacoma Way
GArland 2474

DR. CYRUS E. ALBERTSON

Pastor Accepts
Colorado Post
Dr. Cyrus E. Albertson, pastor of First
Methodist church, Tacoma, last week announced his resignation from the Tacoma
pastorate to accept the pastorate of the
First Methodist church of Colorado Springs,
Colorado. The announcement of this resignation came as a distinct surprise to all
of Tacoma. The resignation is to take effect almost immediately. Dr. Albertson
will leave on November 10 for the new
pulpit.
Dr. Albertson held an important place
in the civic life of the community and has
been actively connected with the College,
serving as one of its trustees for several
years. He came to the First Church, Tacoma, from Denver, Colorado, and so in a
sense his new pastorate will be somewhat
of a homecoming.
The Albertson family has been closely
connected with the College of Puget Sound.
Dr. Albertson's oldest son, Gene, graduated
from C. P. S. in 1940 and is now attending the Pacific School of Religion in Berkeley, preparing for the ministry. Gene was
a popular student on the campus, leading
several student groups as well as being one
of the outstanding Logger athletes. At the
present time three other members of the
Albertson family are attending C. P. S.
Audrey Albertson is a member of this year's
senior class, Bob Albertson is a sophomore,
and Ruth Albertson a freshman. The College feels a deep personal loss and all of
Tacoma will sincerely miss Dr. Albertson
and his family. It is safe to say that no
pastor of recent years has made a more profound impression on his congregation and
the city.
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Alumni Gather For
Luncheon
APPLING'S
FINE PLUMBING
.

2815 6th Avenue
BRoadway 2823
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2156 Pacific Ave.

PACIFIC
MONUMENTAL
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Alumni from Pierce, Thurston, and
Mason counties gathered for a luncheon
in Agnes Healy Anderson hail on October
13. This alumni luncheon is held each
year in connection with the regional
W. E. A. convention which is held annually in Tacoma.
New faculty members, Dr. Muriel McClanahan of the English department, and
E. Delmar Gibbs of the Education depart.
ment, were introduced to those attending
the luncheon. President Edward H. Todd
extended his greetings and told about progress being made on the Student union
building. Dr. Raymond L. Powell, director of the teachers' placement bureau, outlined the results of the bureau's work for
the past year and spoke about prospects
for the coming year in teacher placement
work.
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Those attending the luncheon were: Dr.
Muriel McClanahan, C. P. S.; Mr. E. Delmar Gibbs, C. P. S.; Miss Grace Van Bergh,
Grant School; Mr. Merritt Butrick, Stadium High School; Miss Katherine Crim,
Lincoln High School; Miss Margaret Sines,
Puyallup; Mr. H. M. Myhrman, Stadium
H i g h School; Mr. 0. L. Montgomery,
Yelm; Mr. Richard D. Smith, C. P. S.; Dr.
Julius P. Jaeger, C. P. S.; Dr. R. L. Powell,
C. P. S.; Dr. J. W. Robinson, C. P. S.;
Dr. John D. Regester, C. P. S.; Mr. James
R. Slater, C. P. 5.; Miss Grace Johnson,
C. P. S.; Mrs. Marjorie Mann, C. P. S.;
Dr. Edward H. Todd, C. P. 5.; Mr. R. E.
Cook, Tacoma; Mr. E. Paul Todd, Tacoma;
Mr. Paul Hanawalt, Puyallup; Miss Eva S.
Blake, Lilliwaup; Miss Mary Reitzel, Tenmo; Mr. Richard Wagner, Morton; Mr.
Frederic W. Lane, Jr., Vaughn; Miss Maxine Fawcett, Manitou; Miss Floramae Davis, Olympia; Miss Grace Howard, Yelm.

.
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Sports.

By JANE NESS

•

Loggers to Make Good Neighbor Hoop
Tour of Cetitral America in IJecember
L.

-

C.P.S., Idaho to Stage
Homecoming Battle.
Here, November 15
Timber!!—the only sinister greeting of
Logger grid forces, will rock the Stadium'
bowl, Saturday afternoon, November 15,
when the College of Idaho squad will dareto venture into Puget Sound homecoming
territory.
Waxed' in every game of the year until they invaded Linfield, where they won
by a scorc of 13 to 7, C. P. S. i3 now corn
ing out of its state of almost complete inexperience. This inexperience was shown
in the beating dealt by P. L. C. when the
Gladiators, outweighing the Loggers and,
also out-playing them, won 47 to 0.
Even in that slaughter, however, the
Loggers showed marked improvement in
both offense and defense, and will tenderk
nothing but the heartiest sympathy for the
College of Idaho.
Idaho Cleaned 52 to 0
\Xhl krn,ettpp 1 . 1nmer g tfy cIr'and Idhn this
season 52 to 0, which is not surprising
were the story behind the headlines known.
Idaho howled loudly last yeas, when
Wiliamette donned the Conference crown
and became peeved at the ubjewoiss rasscd.
At the first opportunity, therefore, 'Willamette chose to demonstrate her suprema cy

Lettermen who will form a nucleus for the Logger hoop squad are, left to right: Baisinger, Brown, Walker, Paulson, and Cross. Absent when the picture was taken were Van
Camp, Blanchard, and Clevinger.
"Good neighbor" policies will hit home in the Olympic games held in Germany.
Spending a minimum amount of time in
with a three-point landing about the middie of December. The Lumberjack casaba both Mexico and Guatemala, the boys are
squad will stage an international affair, slated for two weeks in San Salvador.
traveling by plane and rail to three CeoThe 10 players will be selected from this
tral American countries where they will
meet basketball teams representing Mexico, year's large basketball turnout, returning
lettermen probably having the preference.
Guatemala and San Salvador.
Mel Blanchard, Norm Walker, Jim Van
Plans having been made with the Olympie teams commitee to play representatives Camp, Tom Cross, Don Brown, Jim Paulof the "Carribean and Central American son and Lloyd Baisinger have the leading
Games," often called the "Small Olympics." potentialities which would leave three to
Coach Stuart Parks will accompany 10 of be chosen from the unpolished ranks.
Those who do not make the trip, howthe Loggers' best on the winter tour.
Parks coached athletics in Central ,Amer- ever, will be placed on reserve to see acica four years ago and reports that C. P. S. tion in regular scheduled intercollegiate
competitors will be men who ranked third play.

PROCTOR ICE CREAMERY

THOMPSON
Service Station

The homecoming lineup, tentative till
playing time, follows:
Blanchard, Maycumber (ends); Fengler,
Olson (tackles); Tregoning, Lundvall
(guards); Dever (center); McLaughlin
(quarterback); Daly Brummit (halfbacks)
and Murphy (fullback).

Neal E. Thorsen
COSTUMES
MAin 4861

926 3 Broadway
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BLUEPRINT CO.
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COMPLETE LUBRICATION
SERVICE
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New Plans, Sports and Activities
Highlight Physical Educatioii Dept.
__________

COACH STUART PARKS
Who will lead his team to Central America

Y.M.B.C. to Sponsor
Logger-Montana Tilt
Sponsored by Tacoma's Young Men's
Business club, the Logger basketball squad
is scheduled to play a "pre-trip" game with
the Montana Normal college at Dillon in
the Exposition Hall.
Although it remains tentative, the date
will probably be Tuesday evening, December 16.
The fact that Montana Normal entered
the intercollegiate tournament held in Kansas City last year indicates an exceptionally strong team and promises a heartwarming battle for the Loggers' send-off
to Central America.

I. M. LARSEN
& SONS

Serving the purpose of giving students
Also introduced this year is the foura better knowledge of available activities
year record card to be kept for every colin which they may participate, the new lege man.
men s physical education plan at C. P. S
Its purpose is to give a clear and accurate
allots one academic credit for one scmpicture of the individual and his program
ester hour and has changed its requireof activities during four years of college.
ments from two to two and one-half years
Included in the record will be a physician's
physical education,
examination, a department examination,
The plan has extended the limits of
posture classification, physical education,
courses to inclucie all or tne ronowing
intramural and varsity sports reports.
activities:
From this basis students can be adeGolf, tennis, horseshoes, volleyball, badquately advised and helped in their health
minton, bowling, camping and hunting and athletic activities.
(overnight hikes and camp cooking), boating and fishing, skiing, ice skating, swimming and horseback riding.

Basketball Games
May Be Played
At Exposition Hall
Radical, but advantageous from the box
office standpoint, is the possibility that
C. P. S. home basketball competitions may
be staged every Friday night following their
southern tour in the Exposition Hall.
Previously held in the College gymnasium, the Loggers may play half of a
doubleheader, the other portion being selected from an assortment of high school
and college teams.
Net men who promise a victory rampage for the '41 season are:
Norm Walker, Jim Van Camp, Don
Brown, Jim Paulson, Tom Cross, Mel
Blanchard and Lloyd Baisinger (first
string); Ed Miller and Jack Duncan (reserves).
From Lincoln High school, Tacoma:
Dexter Hutton, Ben Ishioka and Ghengi
Yamamoto (all freshmen).
From Stadium: Bob Loftness and Al
Danielson, centers for '39 and '41 respectively.
Others: Sam Andrews, Neil Clemens
and Carroll Winslow.
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W. A. A. Sets Sail
Expansion of Intramural Department
On Sea of Novel
Invites More Men to Participate'
Expansion
has
taken
in the college
The intramural calendar will constitute
Group Activities intramural department toplace
present a greatly
for the first semester:
Captained by Pat Keene, '41 president,
the Women's Athletic Association is sailing into a breezy season of entertainment
and exercise.
A handbook resembling a real ship's log
serves as the coeds' compass this year into
the regular round of seasonal sports with
several new and interesting ones for the
sake of novelty.
Helping Pat Keene on her '41 voyage are
Manager Betty Jane Pyle, Vice President
Ruth Pauline Todd, Secretary Virginia Judd
and Treasurer Elizabeth Bona.
Following is the inter-class schedule of
sports with their managers:
Hockey, Bobbe Ryan; ping pong, Helen
Scott; badminton, Helen Argue; life saving, Jean Button and Margaret Bowen;
volleyball, Gertrude Kincaid; tennis, Eleanor Graham; archery, Pat Towne; and dance
club, Blanche Haynes and Marijane Lewis.
The inter-sorority schedule of sports
with their managers is:
Gulf, Ansi Barlow, bowling, Ruseinaiy
DeVoto; basketball, Eleanor G r a ham;
swimming meets, Jean Button and Margaret Bowen; and riding competition, Mary
Ogden.
At present hockey is the center of the
squall with games in Portland with the
Northwest Hockey league made up of leading colleges in this section, and at the
University of Washington in the wind.

Hansen & Rowland, Inc.
INSURANCE—All Lines
Worldwide Binding and Settlement
Facilities
201 Washington Bldg. MA. 1161

NORTHWEST
PROCESSING
CO.

different picture of men's activities than
shown last fall at this time.
Progressing rapidly through the vigor,
interest and encouragement of Coach Stuart
Parks, not only was the Constitution of the
organization overhauled, an intramural
handbook attractively printed and bound,
but several new and radically different activities were added to the program.

Interfraternity—boxing, table tennis, ski-,
ing, wrestling, swimming, bowling, softball, golf and track. Individual—checkers,
bowling, chess, song test and hole in one.
Heading this year's 'mural management
The most unusual of these are checkers,
are L. S. Parks, director, George Ellis, manchess, song fest and bridge.
ager, and Frank Walter, publicity manager.
Intramural activities were f o r m e r I y
Unit managers are: Harold Johnson, thought of in terms of the more vigorous
Alpha Chi Nu; John Duncan, Delta Kappa sports, but since this recent renovation,
Phi; Paul Raymond, Delta Pi Omicron; other types of occupation and amusement
Kenji Oyanagi, Independents; Enos Bales, have met with student approval. The new
Sigma Mu Chi, and Roy Murphy, Sigma doctrine tends to include a greater numZeta Epsilon. ber of men in its activities.

College Sponsors
Men's Dorm
For the first time in many years the
College of Puger Sound announced facilities for out-of-town men on the college
campus. During the past summer a private residence on the edge of the campus
just east of the Gymnasium, was bought
by the College and completely remodelled
to provide living quarters for fourteen men
students.
For the past several years the dormitory
for men has been sorely needed. Accommodations for out-of-town men have been
limited to the fraternities and the Witan
club. While the present dorm is not at
all what the College eventually expects to
have for its out-of-town men, it is a very
satisfactory start and a step in the direction which should bring in out-of-town
men to the campus. Quarters in the new
dorm are $6 a month and board can be
had at the fraternities or at the College
Commons for $25 per month.

HIGHLAND GOLF CLUB
CHRIS PETERSON, Manager
PLAY GOLF FOR YOUR
HEALTH
North 13th & Pearl St. PR. 9019

CHARLES N. CURTIS
Executive Secretary, Boy Scouts
of America

PV0VhIOBt,

Bldg.

Tacoma

"Say It With Flowers"

MEDOSWEET

KREAMILK
"Cream in
every drop!"

GLUES

MEDOSWEET DAIRIES INC.
2413 PACIFIC AVE. BR . 1171

1953 South C

lnterfraternity - touch football, tennis,
volleyball, badminton and basketball. Individual - golf, horseshoes, bridge, foul
shooting and table tennis.
Second semester:

MIETHKE'S
NURSERY and
FLOWER SHOP
.

R. F. D. 2, Box 187
Phone ATlas 8611
Tacoma, Wash.
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No. 34th and Proctor

Indian Cycle Co.
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—Air Corps photo of Mount Rainier

College Course Beginning November 4
To Tutor Men For Air Corps Exams
Beginning Monday, November 4, a 12-week course of instruction will begin, to prepare high school graduates for examinations to the army air corps. It is intended for
those who are otherwise qualified as flying cadets, but who do not have the two years of
college credit required for enrolment in the course.
High school graduates between the ages of 20 and 26 may receive instruction in arithmetic, plane geometry, algebra, plane trigonometry, American and world history. They
should have previous acquaintance with all except trigonometry.
The army air corps is seeking 30,000
men a year for training as cadets. The
supply of physically qualified men, having
two years' college credit is inadequate. The
air corps has, therefore, adopted the program of making appointments on the basis
of educational tests, held four times annually—the second Tuesday in February, May,
August and November.
Candidates are required to take examinations in English, arithmetic, plane geometry, trigonometry, and to select two from
American history, world history, physics,
chemistry, or a foreign language. If they
have college credit in any of these, they
can be excused from examinations in that
subject.

South Side Tire and
Battery Co.
5642 South Tacoma Way

The air corps found that in these examinations too large a proportion were
failing. Unofficially, the recruiting offices
asked colleges for help. Wayne and Detroit universities were the first to undertake such a program. Since then it has
spread throughout the country.
The course carries no college credit. The
fee for the entire course is $30. Applications for admission should be made to the
registrar of the College of Puget Sound.
Instructors in the course, which will meet
on Monday, Wednesday and Friday evenings, will be announced later. - From

C. P. S. Trail

E. L. Slipp : Grocer
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Present at the Board of Directors' meeting, when plans for Homecoming were started were: seated left to right, Mrs. Franklin Johnson, Don Weilman, Mrs. Charles Curran, Gordon Tatam, and Grace Johnson. Standing were Franklin Johnson, Bill
LeVeque. John Cochran., Bob Sconce, Dick Smith, and Fordyce Johnson.

A. lunini Board of
Directors Holds
Annual Meeting
The annual fall meeting of the board
of directors of the Alumni Association of
the College of Puget Sound was called to
order by President Don Wellman, '26, on
October 7. The Articles of Incorporation
and the By-Laws of the Association were
discussed with the view of affecting changes
to bring both of these documents up to
date. Among the Articles which seemed
to need slight changing were election of
board members and dates of meetings. Bob
Sconce, '33, futher suggested that each
year's retiring student body president be
named a member of the board for at least

Lincoln Pharmacy
The Rexoll Store
Prescriptions Carefully
Compounded.

the year immediately following his term
of office.
The main item of business was the formation of plans for the 1941 Homecoming, to take place November 14 and 15.
Homecoming events include the annual
play by the Campus Playcrafters, a football game with College of Idaho, an alumni
banquet, and homecoming dance. After
discussing the various problems in connection with the homecoming weekend, the
committee was appointed by President
Wellman, with power to make and carry
out detailed plans for the celebration. The
appointed committee consists of: Mrs.
Charles Curran (Mary-Louise Wortman,
'36), general chairman; Mrs. William LeVeque (Dorothy Foxwell, '34); Mrs.
Franklin Johnson (Frances Martin, '29);
Mrs. J. D. Shotwell (Lillian Boyd, '31).
Other members will be added to the committee as needed.
The board was most anxious to get representation from all graduating classes at
the banquet. Board members attending the
meeting are shown in the above picture.

NORTHERN LIFE INS. CO .
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A Reason—
I
An ExampleA Possibility
Some time ago the finance committee of
the Alumni Association, consisting of John
Cochran, Ensley Liewellyn, and Franklin
Johnson, met with the executive secretary
to discuss the alumni budget and income.
The observations and conclusions reached at
that time by the finance committee and since
then approved by the alumni board of directors should be of interest to us all. Quoting from the minutes of that committee
[fleeting"The second matter of an Alumni Fund
was taken up, and before reaching any con:lusions or making any suggestions, several
Dbservations were made.
The real need of the college for in:reased income which could be enhanced if
he Alumni Association could take care of
he expenses of the association which are
tow borne by the college.
The need for the development and
1aintenance of the good will and active
nterest of the alumni toward the college.
The need to take a long distant view
)f the alumni program and its results.
In consideration of these observations,
he finance committee has evolved the folowing program which they feel comes the
earest to the desired goal of assisting the
;ollege, developing the Alumni Association,
md at the same time coming within the
cope of the alumni ability and willingness
o assist. The program will consist of a
Irive for dues to the Alumni Association
o take place in the early fall and be finished
y Homecoming. A simple card will be
ised to record the solicitation, and the
lues will be payable within a month after
he drive. Emphasis will be placed on what
he Alumni Association offers its members,
dditional items it would like to offer, and
he need for the Association to become
nancially independent so as to ease the
urden on the college."
The National Defense Program and the
roblems arising therefrom, are being felt
Iready by colleges and universities throughut the nation. Although C. P. S. has been
ortunate in suffering only about a 9 per
ent reduction in student enrollment, even
his reduction has meant considerable detease in college income. The Alumni Asociation is faced again, and with more
mphasis, with the need to become finanially self-supporting. We are gradually
saking progress in this direction but slowy, and a more rapid advance in this matter

Chapel! & Grimes
946 PACIFIC AVENUE
1401 PACIFIC AVENUE
(North Coast Bus Terminal)
GOOD PLACES TO EAT
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Pomona College Alimini. Association
POMONA COLLEGE : CLAREMONT, CALIFORNIA
July 19, 1941.
To Alumni Fund Secretaries,
American Alumni Council:
Here is a summary of the Pomona College Alumni Fund for 1911. This year
marked the innovation of the one-gift plan with us, and its success is attested by
the figures below. Alumni participated in greater numbers than ever before (60
per cent increase over 1940) and for the largest total gift in the eleven years of
our Fund.
Restricted gifts from alumni which come direct to the college are not included in these totals. Only such gifts that are made through the office of the
Alumni Fund are indicated below.
1941
1940
Number of Contributors . ------------- .-------- .... .................... .. --------- 2,125
1,332
Graduates.. ..................................... .. -------------------------------- .1,845
1,148
NonGraduates ................................................................ 280
184
Proportion of Contributors to Living Graduates.. -------------- .... 51%
33%
Ptoportion of Contributors to all Living Alumni,
including Non-Graduates ..... ................... ..... ---- .---------------- 29%
18%
Per cent of Living Graduates Contributing ............ .--------- .----- 45%
29%
Per cent of Living Non-Graduates Contributing ...................... 9%
5%
Amount Received ------------------------- .------ ............ ........... ...$12,718.26
$8,184.55
Average individual gift ............................................................ $5.98
$6.14
At this time, may we thank you and the other Fund workers who have so
thoughtfully and generously sent us your Fund material. It has all been greatly
appreciated.
Sincerely yours,
ALLEN F. HAWLEY.

would be healthy for the Association and
of real value to the college. A self-supporting Alumni Association will relieve the college of the subsidy which now forms a considerable portion of the Association's budget.
This subsidy could be then turned into
salaries for professors and other items necessary to college maintenance.
If your Association does not do at the
present time, many things you would like
to see it do, it is simply because it is not
financially possible either through lack of
materials or for lack of time to spend on
various alumni projects. As an alumnus
of C. P. S. you are in a very real sense a
"stockholder" in the College. As a stock
holder of any corporation you have the
right and furthermore, the responsibility
to see that the corporation goes forward continually. The Alumni Association is the
means by which you can see that your
investment of time and money as a student,
continues to grow and become more valuable as the years go by.
A copy of a letter received in the Alumni

Eastern Outfitting Co.

Bradbury Clothes
913 Broadway

BR. 1206

office a short time ago, appears on this page.
In a very concrete way this letter shows
what is being done by the Alumni Association of a college of the general type and
size of C. P. S. The best part about this
record is that it is not the record of a
single project accomplished once, but rather
a continuing and growing fund which in a
very real way helps promote a college and
its alumni association to continue its upwatd growth. Naturally, in one year we
cannot show the results that have been
gained from Pomona's eleven year experience, but through our alumni dues arrangement we can if we will, produce amazing
results.
A postage paid envelope is enclosed with
this Alumnus for your convenience. The
alumni office is looking forward to enrolling you as an active member for the year
194 1-42, at an early date.

Ideal Sheet and
Metal Works
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1315 So. Tacoma Ave. MA 1072
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BUREAU IJIIIECTOR REPORTS
RESULTS OF 1941 PLACEMENTS
"Teacher, Teacher,
Who Has a Teacher"
By Dr. R. L. Powell
Teacher placement for the past six
months has been the most active and, in
many respects, the most encouraging and
discouraging it has been for many years.
Encouraging because every available teacher
on file with the Bureau has been placed
and half again as many could have been located in good positions had they been obtainable. Discouraging because good teach.
ers are declining to accept teaching positions or are leaving the teaching profession
in favor of much better paying positions in
defense industry. Already there is an
acute shortage of teachers with the situation
rapidly growing worse. This is true not
only in Washington, but reports from all
over the nation would indicate that every
state, and particularly those states where preparedness industries are the most prevalent,
is feeling keenly the lack of teachers. The
casual factors for this condition would appear to be three in number, namely: (1)
Young men and women are avoiding or
leaving the teaching profession for the comparatively better paid positions in industry;
(2) The draft is calling up young men who
have prepared to teach, or who are already
engaged in teaching; (3) Young women
are getting married and leaving the profession. This situation is, of course, a direct
result of the national emergency in which
we find ourselves. For these three major
causes school superintendents have great
difficulty in finding and holding well qualified teachers. Calls come to the Bureau
almost daily by mail, telephone, telegraph
and in person for teachers in all fields of
teaching, but to our deep regret we must
say, We are sorry, but we do not have
anyone on file with those qualifications."
Ihe need is particularly keen in flome

DICKSON BROS. CO.
Quaftty Clothes
For Men
hIM PACIFIC AVE.
BR. 4448

SELDEN'S
BROADLOOM RUGS
LINOLEIJMS
VENETIAN BLINDS
WINDOW SHADES
EXPERT SERVICE

L. POWELL
Teacher Placement Bureau

DIRECTOR RAYMOND

economics, science and mathematics, coaches
and physical education teachers for boys, and
commercial teachers. The Bureau would
welcome registrants, whether they are College of Puget Sound graduates or not, who
are qualified to teach junior or senior high
school subjects and who are properly
certificated.
Since the need for teachers is acute and
immediate, the solution of the problem
must be prompt and adequate if the welfare
of our schools is to be properly safeguarded.
The high standards of teacher preparation
which exist in the State of Washington
today have been reached after long and relentless effort on the part of our education
leaders, and nothing should be done now
which would undo what has been accomplished. However, our high standards can
be maintained and the teacher shortage

Amos Reid's Used
Cars

emergency met through the application
(1) Temnorar
the following remehes
certificates should be issued to persons wh -.
are reasonably well qualified, but wh
cannot quite meet the present requirements
for the necessary certificate; (2) A willing
ness on the part of school boards to emplôe
well qualified and properly certificated mar
tied women of which there are many in th.
state; (3) Last, and most important, salarie
should be raised to a point where goq
teachers are encouraged to enter and rfmain in the teaching profession. Salaries
in many if not all school districts are sure
to be higher next year than they are thi
year, and even now many districts have
raised their salary schedules to attract good
teachers. Teachers on temporary certiflcate
and married teachers could be employet
with the understanding that their emplo
ment is temporary and will be terminatet
if and when their services are no longer
needed.
The major purpose of the PlacemenL,
Bureau is to find desirable teaching posi
tions for the graduates of the College ot
Puget Sound Teacher Training Curriculun
and to assist School Boards in finding wek
qualified teachers, experienced and inexperienced, for positions in their schools. It
will be noted then that two classes of
teachers are served by the Placemenk
Bureau, experienced College of Puget Sound
graduates who deserve promotions, and
well-trained inexperienced candidates. The
former group is growing larger year by
year as our number of graduates increases.
and now half the effort of the Bureau is expended in their behalf. A concerted effort
is made each year to inform School Boarc
of the number and types of teachers registered with the Placement Bureau. Chief
among these methods is the booklet containing the picture and a statement of the
preparation of each inexperienced candidate, together with a notarion of the large
number of well-qualified experienced
teachers available for promotion. This
booklet is mailed to every school superintendent in the state. The response has been
so gratifying that the practice will be
continued even though the cost is considerable, which is borne by the Bureau and the
candidates listed. A second method used to
appraise school superintendents of our service is the series of letters mailed Out to
them, usually several hundred in number.
A third source which the Bureau has found
to be productive for discovering teaching
vacancies is the cooperation of College of
Puget Sound teachers in the field. This
method possesses great potential possibil-
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ities, since these teachers are in a position
to learn of vacancies which the Bureau cannot reach. Two other methods for locating
teaching vacancies are used, a personal visitation by the Placement Bureau Director to
schools of southwest Washington, and the
establishment of a placement booth at the
Inland Empire Educational Meeting at Spokane in April. These efforts are most productive of vacancies, and the number reported to the Bureau by school superintendents for the past season totaled over 340.
Everyone of the 1941 teacher graduates
has been placed and all, with one exception,
in educational work. Oscar Anderson and
Harry Venn are graduate assistants in the
College of Puget Sound, and Robert Hardy
is in the United States Air Corps, the only
graduate not now teaching. In addition,
Oscar Anderson spends a part of his time
at the University of Washington where he
is doing graduate work toward his doctorate.
All told, forty-eight teachers secured positions for the 1941 school year through the
Bureau. Twenty-six of this number are
now holding their first positions, and the
other twenty-two are teaching in positions
of advancement. All positions with one
exception were in the State of Washington.
Mr. Marvin Carter was placed in the Jolani
School, Honolulu.
The following placements were members of the 1941 teacher training class:
Oscar I. Anderson, Teaching fellow,
C. P. S.; Moody Bacon Jr., Tieton; Howard Carison, Adna; Fred James Culbertson, Rainier; Beulah A. Eskildsen, Woodland; Virginia F. Gardner, LaConner; Helen
Gessaman, Pe Eli; Lucia C. Gjuka, Curlew;
Robert 0. Hardy, U. S. Army, McClellan
Field, Calif.; Grace Howard, Yelm; Carol
M. Pratsch, Meridian H. S., Rt. 1, Bellingham; Walter Piper, Leavenworth.
Arnold L. Rennord, East Stanwood; Mary
Reitzel, Tenino; Richard Sloat, K e 1 s 0;
Frances Tarr, lssaquah; Harry G. Venn,
Teaching fellow, C. P. S.; Richard Wagner, Morton; Ashfield R. Walker, Olympia; Alice B. Wheete, Raymond.
Others placed were: Lee Roy Aisbury,
'37, Yelm; Erna Brenner, '39, Raymond;
LeRoy Browning, '28, Moses Lake (super.
intendent); Mrs. Hazel Caines, '32, Moses
Lake; Marvin Carter, '37, lolani School,
Honolulu; Philip Cheney, '39, Rochester;
Mrs. Phoebe Condon, '23, Tieton; Mary
Louise Ericksen, '39, Sumner; J. 0. Fitts,
'29, Brooklyn (superintendent); Henry
Graham, '37, Wishram; Jo Ann Grant,
'37, Cle Elum; Pomona Hudson, '39, Auburn; Margaret Huseman, '39, Quinault;
Eleanor Kallasch, '38, Mabton.
Frank Kellogg, '39, Mabton; Edwin Kenrick, '39, Sumner; Mildred King, '36, Rochester; Mrs. Mabel M. Kirby, '17, LaConner;
Victor Kovack, '31, Brooklyn; Frederic
Lane, '36, Vaughn; Annie Laurie, '35,
Grand Coulee; Norman Mayer, '39, Pe
ElI; Robert Ramsey, '40, Sultan; Donald
Roberts, '38, Elma; Richard Rowe, '39,
Montesano; Allen Sines, '39, Marlin; Dean
Tuell, '37, Parkland; Ruth Webster, Concrete; Gordon Wingard, '39, Index.
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FineArts. .•

Shown above rehearsing a part of the homecoming play, "Ladies of the Jur," are
left to right: lVilbzsr Baisinger, Doris Wittren, Dorothy Hon ard, Charles Su'anson, and
Patricia Davis.

CAMPUS PLAYCRAFTERS REHEARSE
HOMECOMING M Y S T E R Y PLAY
Mrs. Livingston Baldwin Crane swoops
into a courtroom as the twelfth juror of a
murder trial and the courtroom can never
be the same again. Neither can the judge.
Neither can the jurors. Led by Doris Wit.
tren in the role of Mrs. Crane, the cast of
"Ladies of the Jury" lead the plot of the
C. P. S. Homecoming play a merry chase
through all three acts of this comedy-farce
written by Fred Ballard. Directed by Miss
Martha Pearl Jones, head of the dramatic
art department, the "Ladies of the Jury"
will meet the public Friday evening, November 14, at 8:15 o'clock in Jones Hall
Auditorium. In addition to Miss 'Wittren,
the cast of characters includes Dorothy
Howard as Lily Pratt; Patricia Davis, Cynthia Tate; Blanche Haynes, Mayme Mixter; Dixie Bullard, Mrs. Harry Dace; Peggy
Steele, Mrs. Bridget Maguire; Wilbur Baisinger, Jay J. Pressley; Frank Hanawalt,
Spencer B. Dazey; Charles Swanson, Alonzo
Beal; Jack McGuire, Tony Theodophulus;
Arthur Sheets, Steve Bromm; Robert Craig,
Andrew MacKaig; William Stewart, Judge
Fish; Rolland Lutz, Halsey Van Stye; Willard Gee, Rutherford Dale; Robert Heath,
Dr. Quincy Adams James, Jr.; Jack Graybeal, Officer Bill Dobbs; Mary Katherine
Hager, Mrs. Gordon; Betty Thralls, Evelyn
Snow; Felecia Dahi, Susanne; Anita Sherman, Court Reporter.

Staff and helpers are Willard Bellman,
student dramatic manager; Mildred McKeiizie and Wilbur Baisinger, graduate
student assistants; Donald Gessaman, stage
manager; Hugh Seto, stage assistant; Margarita Irle, prompter; Nelda Peterson, ticket
sales; and Ruth Pauline Todd and Philip
Walesby, ticket board.

WEST COAST
CHAIR CO.

$250,000 In 14 Van
Goghs Here Oct. 19

DRAMA PLANS
The traditional Christmas play, "Why
the Chimes Rang," will probably be produced by the Campus Playcrafters this year,
although plans are still tentative. In addition to the all-college play, not yet chosen,
which will be given during the spring semester, there will be an evening of one-act
plays, one of which will include an allfaculty cast. Such professors as Mr. McMillin, Dr. Chapman, and Mrs. Drushel
will appear as tired business men, worried
wives, and probing psychiatrists in a hilarious little farce called 'Good N i g h t,
Please."

VANCE SCALES
SAWS - KNIVES
REPAIRS

I

.

702 East 26th St.
Tacoma

62 I East I I th Street
BRoadway 2309
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TOTEM FINE

FOODS

A Washington Institution

• QUALITY FOODS

LEYBOLI) SMITH

Well-known brands are
at your finger-tips.

• CLEAN STORES

SHINGLE CO.

Totem Stores are kept
clean and the aisles
clear for easy shopping

•

• LOW PRICES
Totem foods are priced
for all to enjoy.

No. 23rd and Ruston Way

•
Tacoma - Olympia - Chehalis
Centralia - Hoqulam
Aberdeen

PUGET SOUND
MANUFACTURING CO.
Miliwork

•
1123 St. Paul Ave.
MAin 1692

Tacoma General
Hospital

.
3 15 South K Street

.
MAin 1181.

PRoctor 1046
Dn. CooLI1xE 0. CHAPMAN
English Department

C. P. S. On the Air!
The College is this year inaugurating
what we hope will become a permanent
feature of our program. A lecture series is
being broadcast each 'Tednesday night at
9:15 over radio station KMO and affiliated
Mutual stations in the state. Dr. Coolidge
Otis Chapman of our English department
is presenting these talks; the series is called
"The World's Living Literature."
The College of Puget Sound Symphonic
Hour is this year under the direction of
Mr. Erich Koker of our Music department.
Professor Koker broadcasts a half hour of
symphonic recordings every Tuesday evening at 10 o'clock over station KMO. We
hope to be able to announce another series
of programs over this station at a later
date.
This year, Mr. Jean Paul King, one of
America's well known radio announcers,
is offering a course in radio technique, program direction, etc. The class is already
filled and the first program presented by
them over KMO was well received. The
class through its workshop plans to prepare
and present more programs throughout the
year, thus enabling students to participate
in the actual production of programs.
Radio station KTBI has kindly offered
the College the opportunity to broadcast
programs. One of the most successful pep
rallies ever held at the College was recently
broadcast over this station, and the dedication of our Student Union building will
also be sent out over KTBI.
Dr. Frank G. Williston, chaitman of the
social studies division, is beginning a series
over KTBI called "Behind the Headlines,"
This program is given every Tuesday and
Thursday evening at 7:45,

Moderti Auto
Works
S

1101 A Street
MAin 0131

MAYFLOWER
CAFE
S

BEST STEAKS
IN TOWN

•
1307 Broadway
Nick Angelus, Owner

ts
Collegemtrained men and women
CHEMISTS, ENGINEERS, ECONOMISTS, TECHNOLOGISTS
SCIENTIFIC, PROFESSIONAL, ADMINISTRATIVE PERSONNEL

are needed in the Federal Career Service
GOVERNMENT ACTIVITIES ARE EXPANDING. The national emergency is
creating new problems, new methods, new jobs. A Government position offers
opportunities for personal advancement and effective service to the Nation, particularly in professional and scientific work.
National Defense, Soil Conservation, Reclamation, Flood Control, Public Lands,
Public Health, Taxation, Industrial Relations, Labor Relations, Interstate Commerce,
Social Security, Research—these are but a few of the current problems with which
Government departments and Government personnel are concerned.
There are positions to be filled at Washington, D. C., and in many of the States.
Have you seen a list of Federal civil-service examinations now open? Have you
filed an application with the Civil Service Commission at Washington?
LEARN WHAT THE GOVERNMENT HAS TO OFFER through civil service.
Application forms can be obtained from United States civil-service representatives
at first- or second-class post offices or from civil-service district offices.

U. S. CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION
**************************
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QUADRANT I

Color: l'urple for Law-Gool Coyeriinieiit; Closses: 1893, 1897, 1901,
1905, 1909, 1913, 1917, 1921, 1925, 1929,
1933, 1937, 1941.

MARRIAGES
August 24-VIOLET PAULSON, cx '37,
'and WILLIAM F. ANDERSON, ex '43.
They are at home at Ooalaska, Wash.
June 21-Betty Evanson and FREDERICK V. JOHNSON, ex '37. They are in
Tacoma.
July 23-BERNICE RADIS, ex '33, and
.David Ekberg, in Tacoma.
September 4-VALORIE GENE CRUVER, cx '41, and OLIVER C. SOARES, cx
'40, who is completing the law course at
U. of W.
October 18-Mary Elizabeth Runkel of
Seattle and ARTHUR B. COMFORT, Jr.,
cx '37, now of Denver.
June 2-Nancy Ann Billingsley and
HARWOOD A. BANNISTER, '37. He
has been assistant law librarian at Olympia
June 15-JEANNE WHITWORTH, cx
'33, and George Savard of the Canal Zone.
Their home is in Panama City.

GEHRI
Heating and
Plumbing Co.
Inc.

June 11-MARTHA E. ANDERSON,
and Allan E. Burke of Puyallup. She
has been teaching at McKinley School, Tacoma.
October 3-GERALDINE ALEXANDER, '41, and MAYNARD M. CARLSON,
in the Little Chapel. They are at
Rainier, where Maynard teaches in the
high school.
July 26-MILDRY H. SLUTH, '29, and
Henry P. Hopper of Philadelphia. They
were married in the Church of the Epiphany in Washington, D. C., and will live
in Washington. The bride has been working for the navy department as a translator.
June 28-Margaret C. J ci u s i c h and
WALTER STROUD, cx '37. Their home
is at Dash Point.
April 26-HELEN E. WOTVFON, '33,
and Charles J. Kelly of Mullan, Idaho.
June 8-LILLIAN HENDRICKSON, cx
'41, and Geo. Thornton Babbit.
August 16-JUNESS JEWELL, cx '41,
and Harold Stantorf. They are living at
Steilacoom City.
June 12-CLOMA E. NORTON, '29,
and C. T. Dolan of Tacoma.
May 24-DOROTHY PALIN, cx '41,
and Carl M. Troupe.
June 28-ELEANOR ROBISON, cx '41,
and Richard 0. AlIen of Los Angeles. They
are living in Seattle.
September 6-ANITA WEGENER, '41,
and STANLEY CHAMP, '41, were married by Dr. A. W. Martin of the College
faculty. Their home is at the Annobec
Apartments.
September 12-June Warp and
ARTHUR G. GERLA, '41.
July 19-Eva Copland and ALFRED J.
VAN TROJEN, cx '33.
March 15-HELEN JEAN LOYD, ex
'41, and John Clinton Sherman. They are
in Seattle, where Mr. Sherman is with the
geography department at the University.

BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs. ROBERT B. STROBEL
(ELSIE KORPELA), both of '33-a third
daughter, Robbin Bonie, on August 31.
MISCELLANEOUS
ROBERT 0. HARDY, '41, is in the
Second Supply Squadron, second air depot
group, McClellan Field, California.
ELEANOR L. WARNE, '41, has a scholarship at Chicago Training School, affiliated
with Garrett Biblical Institute at Evanston.
She is working also at Halstcad Street Settlement House.
ROY LOKKEN, '41, is at Boston University graduate school, where he has a
graduate assistantship in English.
MYLES BARRE'TT, '41, was offered a
service scholarship at N. Y. University but
has enlisted in the navy and will be a second class petty officer.
EDGAR GRAHN, '41, is a graduate assistant in chemistry at the University of
Idaho.
LELAND THUNE, '41, has a scholarship at the University of Iowa.
EVELYN BOND, cx '41, has finished
the nurses' training course at Tacoma General Hospital, and since April is an "R. N."
RONALD RAU, '41, has a graduate assistantship in physics at California Institute
of Technology.
GALE SAMPSON, '41, is at Harvard
Graduate School of Business Administration.
JACK LEIK, '37, has been sent by the
navy supply department to study administration and purchasing at Harvard Graduate School of B. A.

TACOMA
GRAVEL &
SUPPLY CO.
.

2920 Sawyer
BRoadway 3249

Anders Florist

.

Lundberg Concrete
Pipe Co.
1016 Tacoma Avenue
MAin 1859

I

Flowers for All
Occasions
.

I 120 So. Cushman St.

255 South Eleventh Street

MAin 6461

MAin 7113
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YOSHITERU KAWANO, '41, has entered law school at the University of Michigan.
LYALL JAMIESON. '41, has entered
law school at the University of Washington.
FRANCES HOSS, '41, has a service
scholarship at Northwcstern Graduate
School of Retailing.
MARJORIE McGILVREY, '37, who has
been teaching at Sedro Woolley, is now
working for her master's degree in speech
and drama at Northwestern University.
EMIL F. GEHRI, cx '33, was called into
service from the ranks of the organized Reserve Officers Corps on March 6. He is a
first lieutenant of Field Artillery and is
now serving with the construction division,
Quartermaster Corps, at Medford, Oregon.
ALLEN GOLDBERG, cx '41, is a corporal in the marine base, Naval Ammunition depot, in Honolulu.
Lieut. and Mrs. M. A. Shellabarger
(BETTY WILHELMI, ex '37) have returned from Puerto Rico, and are now living in Arlington. Virginia.
A. M. PATACSIL, cx '33, writes that
he is in his seventh year in the pastorate
of the Filipino United Church at Salinas,
California, and enjoying it tremendously.
FRANK VENN, cx '37, is studying at
the Dallas Theological Seminary.
Alice Clay, daughter of Dr. and Mrs.
ERNEST H. CLAY (MABEL AMENDE),
'21 and '20, is one of the freshmen at
P. S. this year, and is living in Anderson
Hall. Dr. and Mrs. Clay are carrying on
activities at Changli General Hospital,
Changli, Hopei, North China. The work
is becoming more and more difficult, due
to Japanese occupation, and the mail service
more irregular.
MORRIS F. SUMMERS, '33, is now
teaching in Tacoma, at Lincoln High
school.
CHESTER JABLONSKI, '41, is working in the War Department, Washington,
C., and attending George Washington
University.
FLORENCE McLEAN, '41, is secretary
to the state supervisor of home economics
for Washington state high schools.
PEARL M. DISHER, '33, has accepted
a full-time position in the Columbia University library.

QUADRANT 2
Col 01: Ca rdi fl I for Iteligioji ; CInses
1894, 1898, 1902, 1906, 1910, 191-1, 1918,
1922, 1926, 1930, 1934, 1938.

MARRIAGES
June 18-BETTY WORDEN, '38, and
Kenneth W. Johnson, at Immanuel Presbyterian Church.
July 5-PATRICIA BRESNAHAN, ex
'38, and Francis E. Coleman of Yakima,
where they will live.
June 7-Myra Diesing of Seattle and
WENDELL JONES, '30. They are living
on North 9th street.
June 15-MARIAN J. SHERMAN, '34,
and Stanley Young of Puyallup. Their
home is at Lake Killarney.

PUGET SOUND CLEANERS
AND DYERS
iIAin 3643
608 North 1st Street

PIPER
FUNERAL
HOME

5436 So. Puget Sound
GArland 5436

BOYD MOTOR
INC.
HUDSON DEALERS

Out of the High Rent
District
Very Liberal Trades
Special Lubrication in Our
Modern Service Dept.

8223 Pacific Avenue
GArland 8936

August 18--Lucille E. Klink and PHILLIP C. MURRAY, cx '42.
July 3-KATHRYN C. ST. CLAIR, '34,
and Myron W. Anderson of Seattle. August 16-GENE STACEY, ex '38,
and Rome R. Endsley. Dash Point is their
new address.
June 21-HELEN STALWICK, '38, and
George W. Reagan, assistant bursar at the
College.
August 17-JEAN V. McDONALD, cx
'38, and WILLIAM C. JEPSEN, ex '38, at- the Little Church on the Prairie.
August 8-Jean Simpson, secretary in 4
the C. P. S. library, and CLAIR L. HAN.
SON, who is this year completing his work
at College.
August 2-Frida Selma Tayer and JOHN
G. GERLA, '38, who is principal of the
school at Chinook, Wash.
June 25-DOROTHY GROSS, '38, and
William Inhelder. They were married in
the Little Chapel, and are now at Fort
Worden, Wash.
August 30-Agnes Wirt Tawresey of
Arlington, Va., and Ensign GEORGE C.
DUNCAN, cx '38, who was graduated
from Annapolis in 1939. They are now'
stationed at Pensacola, Florida.
August 24-BETTE JANE GRAHAM,
cx '42, and Raymond D. Dickinson. Their
home is in Tacoma.
August 29-DOROTHY HUGHES, cx
'42, and LYLE WASHBURN, cx '42. They
are in Seattle, where he is in the University of Washington Law school.
JEANNE M. McCOLGAN, cx '42, and
Orville Raymond, married recently, are
living at Port Orchard, Washington.
BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd E. Osborne (MARALTA L. ANDERSON, '34)-a second
daughter, Donna LouVae, is now a year
old, born in October, 1940.
Mr. and Mrs. Clayton S. Huey (BETTY
BEYER, cx '34)-a daughter, Virginia
Ann, in July, in Berkeley, Calif.
MISCELLANEOUS
ROBERT BOND, '38, is attending medical school at the University of Louisville.
JEAN HARTMAN, '38, has been offered a scholarship at Northwestern Graduate School of Economics, but is continuing in her teaching position in Tacoma.
Mr. and Mrs. DOUGLAS TILTON, cx
'30, and their young son, Danny, have
moved to Seattle, and have a home on
Magnolia Bluff.
ELEANOR NEWMAN, '38, has moved
from Centerville, and is teaching in the high school at Goldendale this year.
PHILIP H. ASHBY, '38, is in Berkeley, California, taking work at Pacific
School of Religion, and is pastor at Pittsburg, California.
JAMES PAUL SNYDER, '22, is director of Hackett Medical Center, Canton,
China. Mr. and Mrs. Snyder (DOROTHY
JEAN TERRY, cx '22) have two daughters, Margaret Luella and Dorothy Alice,
born in 1926 and 1933 respectively.
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FUEL OIL
SERVICE
CORP.
FUEL and DIESEL
OIL
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QUADRANT 3
Color: Yellow for Science; CLnses:
1895, 1899, 1903, 1907, 1911, 1915, 1919,
1923, 1927, 1931, 1935, 1939.

MARRIAGES
July 5—BETTY SMALLRIDGE, '35,
and Richard C. Lombardi of Oakland, California, where they are living.
June 13—MARY CROSSLAND, ex '39,
and Richard K. Gould of Tacoma, who
was of the class of '39 at Annapolis.
September 14—JANE BARTON, ex
'43, and MELVIN G. TENNENT, ex '41.
October 5—A g n e s M. Johnson and
BENJAMIN R. KNOELL, '39, in Messiah
Lutheran Church. They are at the Ethelton Apartments.
October 1 1—LORENE REISTER, '39,
and Sgt. Richard Meyer. They will live in
Seattle, where he is stationed at present.
July 22—Shirley Sherman of Shipman,
Virginia, and CORTLAND JOHNSEN,
ex '35.
August 12—Georgann Leahey and
OWEN T. GALLAGHER, '35. They have
a new home at 5228 No. Winnifred.
July 19—FERN OSGOOD, cx '43, and
WILLIAM LUNDBERG, ex '42. They
are at 1901 No. Fife.
August 30—SARA LOUISE DOUB, '39,
and George Huntingford. Their new home
is at Port Ludlow.
July 3—Arlene Carlson and CYRIL B.
HANSON, ex '43.
August 10—CAROLYN GEDDES, '39,
and Jack Thomas Shireman. They were
married in the Little Chapel by Dr. Marvin Schafer of the faculty.
June 21—Theresa A nn e Cleary and
LOUIS J. BURKE, ex '35.
May 31—Ruth Mary Parrott and ERLING TOLLEFSON, cx '39.
May 31—Lorraine Doris Anderson of
Seattle and ROBERT COWDEN, ex '39.
June 19—Anne Elizabeth Decker and
ROBERT W. LYONS, '39. They both
taught last year at Cathiamet High school,
and their home will be in Cathlamet the
coming year.
August 2—MARY HARRISON, ex '35,
and Marc Callan, in St. Patrick's Church.
BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs. JUDY DAVIDSON
(MARTHA FORSYTH), both '35—a
daughter, in Seattle, on the second of
March.
Mr. and Mrs. Erwin M. Ramsay (MARGARET L. CHENEY, '31)—a son, Jon
Mickael, on September 15.
Mr. and Mrs. CARL ESHELMAN, '31,
of Honolulu—a son, Thomas Carl, on
August 29.
Mr. and Mrs. CHARLES A. GIBBONS
(ORA WILLMOTI'), '35 and '36—a son,
Dean Willmott, on October 3. They are
living in Arlington, Va.
Mr. and Mrs. PERCY J. COX, '39—a
daughter, on July 4.

LAKE-SHORE
STAGE LINES
.

..Depof...
801 Pacific Avenue

Stoko!
Eiigineering Co.
Stokol Heating Units

FURNACES
Furnace Repairs
Vacuum Cleaning
Furnaces Reset
Coal Stoker Services on
all makes
9 I I Pacific

MAin 5761

GREEN PARROT
INN

CHICKEN and STEAK
DINNERS
I

Federal Highway
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S. H. KRESS
.

5 - 10 - 25c
STORE

Mr. and Mrs. James T. Pringle (MARGARET PALMER, cx '31), now of Pittsburgh—a daughter, Helen Alice, born on
October 30, 1940. Her grandmother (Mrs.
C. H. Palmer of Tacoma), has already
bought some Student Union building bricks
for her, so she is already taking part in
college activities.
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth W. Countryman
(EDITH ALLEN, '39—a son, May 28.
MISCELLANEOUS
JEANNETTE M. AMIDON, '35, is now
at the University of Alabama, where she
is in charge of business research.
MARY JANE ROBERTS, '39, has completed her M. A. degree in French at University of Iowa, and is now teaching halftime in French and getting her credits in
education.
LESLIE L. CUNNINGHAM, cx '39, has
joined the R. A. F. as radio operator or
pilot and will be leaving for England on
November 11. He has commercial pilot's
papers and has had experience in radio.
BERNARD WATSON, '39, has completed his work at Pacific School of Religion in Berkeley, and is pastor of the
Methodist Church at Seaside, California.
CHARLES HILL, cx '43, has been appointed to the position of under clerk
(trainee) in the Federal Bureau of Investigation, Washington, D. C.

QUADRANT 4
.

934 Broadway

ROMAN MEAL
CO.
S

2101 So. Tacoma Way
GArland 2281
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.

Color: White for Liberal Arts Learning; Classes: 1896, 1900, 1904,
1908, 1912, 1916, 1920, 1924, 1928, 1932,
1936, 1940.

MARRIAGES
May 24—Barbara Ball of Seattle and
HENRY HEWITT, Jr., cx '36.
June 21—HELEN JEANE'ITE BRENTON I cx '32, and James I. Hamer of Seattle.
June 4—JEAN VALERIE ARENDT, cx
'44, and Lieut. John Robert Twohy.
August 11—RUTH E. RAYMOND,
'40, and BRADLEY B. BANNON, '40.
September 6—Mary Carbone and
FRANK RUFFO, cx '36, both of Tacoma.
July 19—VIRGINIA DAY, cx '40, and
E. HERBERT ROBBINS, cx '38. They are
living in Eugene, Oregon.
August 30—THELMA DANIELS, '40,
and James S. Willis, principal of the Parkland Elementary school.
June 28—BEYrY EDWARDS, cx '41,
and MORTON ARNOLD, '40. They will
live in Seattle.
October 18—Margaret M a r y Simpson
and HERBERT H. CLARKE, cx '40. They
will make their home in Tacoma.
July 3—GERTRUDE L. KISER, cx '40,
and Samuel Crilly of Long Beach, Calif.
June—ANNABELLE NORTON, cx '36,
and Carl Moe of Seattle. She has been associated with the state bacteriology laboratory in Seattle.
September 9—Mae Mcrwarth of Yakima and ROBERT D. SPRENGER, '40.
They are in Syracuse, N. Y., where he is
a teaching assistant in chemistry at Syracuse University, and working toward the
master's dcgrcc.

TACOMA BUILDING

SHERIFF

JOHN C.
BJORKLUND
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July 29—DORIS FRANK, ex '40, and
Lieut. James L. Birch.
June 1—FLORENCE ITTNER, ex '40,
and SAMUEL WILSON, ex '40, at First
Christian Church.
June—Sylvia E. Miller of Tacoma and
GORDON L. HARTWICH, ex '40. They
are in Seattle.
August 16—LOIS M. KUHL, '40, and
BRUCE HETRICK, ex '38. L o i s took
graduate work in the School of Social
Work at U. of W. and is now a visitor for
Pierce County Welfare department, while
Bruce is completing his work at North
Pacific Dental College in Portland.
August 17—LILLIAN M. MATTSON,
cx '41, and CHARLES J. McNARY, '40.
Their home is in San Francisco.
September 10—SARA JANE PERKINS,
cx '40, and Robert H. Dietz. They will live
first in Boston, where Mr. Dietz has a
scholarship at M. I. T.
July 22—SUZANNE PINKHAM, '40,
and Lieut. M. C. Perry.
August 30—Mavis Murk of Bellingham
and ROBERT H. BJORKLUND, cx '40.
Their new home is in Seattle.
September 5—Lorraine Avery and LEO
A. YUCKERT, '40.
September 17—Georgia Hillis of Tacoma and Dr. JOHN R. GREEN, '36.
Dr. Green has his M. D. degree from
Northwestern University, and is now at
St. Luke's Hospital, Chicago, where he is
specializing in neuro-surgery.
May 31—BERNADINE M. CLAES, 40,
and Emil J. Rissi of Grand Rapids, Michigan.
August 14—LaVerne May Lindquist of
Minneapolis and GORDON S. CUMMINGS, cx '36.
BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs. ROBERT S. RIDGEWAY
(DOROTHY HAUGEN), ex '40 and cx
'41, are now living in Bay City, Oregon,
where he is an accepted supply pastor of
the Oregon conference of the Methodist
Church. They are the proud parents of a
son, Robert Edward, born on October 13.
Mr. and Mrs. Franklin Newton of Olympia (GENEVIEVE BITNEY, '28)—a son,
Le Baron, on March 29.
Mr. and Mrs. Donald A. Heerema (PATR1CIA McGILL, cx '40)—a daughter,
Christine Maria, July 1.
Mr. and Mrs. Gilman Wight (FAYE J.
NELSON, cx '40) —a daughter, Kay Jeannette, on June 20.
Mr. and Mrs. HERBERT M. EDWARDS (MARY ELIZABETH TUCK),
both of '36—a daughter, Marcia Lynn, on
July 4.
Mr. and Mrs. FRANKLIN E. JOHNSON (FRANCES MARTIN), '28 and
'29—a daughter, Shirley Alice, on August
2. Franklin E., Jr. and Lawrence David,
are seven and four years old.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Rob i n so n
(FRANCES SHELHAMER, '40) of Clyde
Park, Montana—a daughter, born July 6.

Proctor Pharmacy
[]
A Drug Store Complete
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MISCELLANEOUS
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MARION ROUNDS, '40, will leave on
the 21st of November for Nashville, Tennessee, to attend the Methodist Conference
on Christian Education, and on the return
trip plans to stop a day or two in Chicago
and Evanston, and will visit ELEANOR
WARNE, '41, and WAYNE GRIFFEN,
ROBERT MILLIGAN, '40, who received his M. A. degree in business administration from U. of W. last spring,
is at Babson Institute in Boston, on a $2,250 scholarship in business research.
WILLIAM HOPPEN, '40, is again at
Columbia University Law School, where
his scholarship has been renewed for another year.
JOAN ROBERTS, '40, is now teachercoordinator and local supervisor of distributive education at Beckley, West Virginia.
(Some title.) This work under the federal George Deen Act, involves coordination of store work with school work, and
general charge of adult education. She
teaches high school seniors and graduates
at Woodrow Wilson High School in Beckicy, W. Va., and also adult evening classes.
Joan received her M. A. degree last spring
from New York University School of Retailing and had a good position with a
N. Y. department store. This past summer she took special work in retail merchandising at the University of Pittsburgh.
BARBARA HEALY, '40, received the
M. A. degree from New York University
Graduate School of Retailing last June,
and is now working at Bon Marche, Seattle. She started at Bon Marche in the
personnel department, and is now in the
merchandise control department, w h i c h
was her major.
Dr. Edgar C. Wheeler, assistant professor of religion and history at the Collcgc
from 1932 to 1940, passed away at his
home on August 15. Dr. Wheeler had
received the doctor of divinity degree from
C. P. S. in 1920.
MARY L. McKENNEY, '40, since August 1 is first assistant librarian in the
Aberdeen Public Library.
BARBARA LONGSTRETH, '40, has a
fellowship in the Graduate School of Social Work at the University of Pennsylvania. Her work this year will include specialization in the child welfare department
in Wilmington, Delaware. During the
summer, she was director of a recreational
summer camp for the blind in Wilmington.
GERALD C. FRE, ex '36, was drafted
into the air corps several months ago.
ROBERT MYERS, ex '40, left in August
for Fort Benning, Georgia, where he is in
the officers training school.
RICHARD K. WASSON, '24, C. P. A.,
is comptroller of the Fort Lewis Exchange.
FRANCES BJORKMAN, '32, is now a
laboratory technician at the Northern State
Hospital at Sedro Woolley.

CENTENNIAL
FLOUR MILLS
S

SILK SIFTED

FAMILY FLOUR

,i2'Qatn HOW LITTLE
Aw X000 &t

It's yours for a fraction of what
roofs formerly cost - this genuine, "Qimatized" Berkheimer
roof in the gay colors of spring.
It provides double protection
when you put it on right over
your old roof - is fade-proof
and weather-proof. Make your
home attractive this spring and
all year round with the beauty
of Berkheimer asphalt shingles.
Wide variety of colors

*

patterns, and prices.

For samples and estimate, see your
roofing dealer, or write the J. F.
Berkheimer Mfg. Co., 2928 South M
St., Tacoma.

BERKHEIMER
eJzmat;3d ROOFING

CHENEY

Serving CPS Commons with Quality
Merchandise from Tacoma's Most

LUMBER

Modern Dairy Plant

Co.

.

OLYMPIC
DAIRY
PROD UCTS
COMPANY

8 24 SO.
K ST.
BRoadway
4128

04

MILK

BRoadway 2253
Tacoma Building

Triple XXX Barrel
TACOMA'S MOST POPtLAR
STOPPING PLACE

I
GArland 8173

3505 South Tacoma Way

PRODUCTS OF
PUGET SOUND
"Homecoming" Students of fine foods appreciate
the flavor and originality of Nalley's products. They,
too, go far and wide to bring
I•
I
r
I
crealt to tne ruget ouna area.
Nalley's Mayonnaise, product of
education - in the flavoring of
salads. Its superb flavor has
never yet been duplicated.

NATIONAL
LEAD CO.

Treasure Pickles - as popular as
a football Captain - an AllAmerican delicacy that will go
down the line with guests.

DUTCH BOY PAINTS
VARNISHES
and
ENAMELS
I

1013 A Sree±
MAin 0143

s
M

NALLEY'S INC.
Taco

In

a

HOMECOMING
rrLa

dies of the Jury"
ERIDAY - NOVEMBER 14th - 8:15 o'clock p. m.
HOMECOMING PLAY -- Jones Hall Auditorium

C.P.S. vs Idaho
SATURDAY - NOVEMBER 15th - 2:00 o'clock p. m.
FINAL CONFERENCE GAME - Tacoma Stadium

Alumni Banquet
SATURDAY - NOVEMBER 15th - 6:30 o'clock p. m.
FELLOWSHIP HALL MASONIC TEMPLE

Homecoming Ball
SATURDAY - NOVEMBER 15th - 9:00 o'clock p. m.
FELLOWSHIP HALL, MASONIC TEMPLE - Sem-Formal

NOVEMBER 1445

